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Decide your fundraising target and add it 
to the final welly on your map. Then work 
out how much each welly is ‘worth’. £10? 
£25? £50? – and colour one in each time 
you raise one welly’s worth of donations.

WE’RE TAKING OUR WELLIES ON A 
VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY AROUND AFRICA!
It’s time to go exploring around Africa. What crops will we see growing? What landmarks can we discover? 
Which animals do we recognise? Who will we meet on the way? And how much money will we raise to help 
African farmers give their children the best start in life?

could help provide farmers with 
specialised storage bags to safely 
keep their crops in once they have 
been harvested and until they are 
ready to be sold at market.  
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could help a group of farmers 
build a warehouse where they 
can safely store their crops and 
prepare them for sale. 

could help establish a Farmers’ 
Group and business training so 
farmers can work together to 
sell their harvests in bulk for a 
higher price.  

could help provide farmers like Alpha's 
mum and dad with training, where they 
can learn about the best crops to grow 
to earn more from their land.  
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Farm Africa 
helps farmers 
earn a living by 

growing and 
selling peppers

Oldest known 
fossils of modern 
humans - dated at 

160,000 years
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 Lake Victoria, Africa’s largest 
lake: a rich source of fish  

to eat and sell

Farm Africa helps 
forest communities 

earn a living  
by selling honey
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of Congo is the poorest 

country in the world
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helps farmers 
grow peanuts 

and beans
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Longest train in 
Africa - almost 3km!
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Lake Malawi 
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Sahara Desert covers 
most of North Africa
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Endangered 
pygmy hippo
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River Nile 
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river  
in the 
world
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Mt Kilimanjaro, Africa’s 
highest mountain
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Highest sand dune in the world
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Ethiopia
Farm Africa 

helps women 
start goat- 

rearing 
businesses

The world’s 
youngest 
country

Africa’s largest  
country

Juba

Bangui

Main export - cocoa

Alpha and his family live in Trans-Nzoia County, Kenya


